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MIE Brain Reading no. 1  
 
Ratey: Development & Perception; pages 3-109 or 15 pages a day Questions for Ratey, 
Chapter 1: Development 
 
 1) From your own experience, why would you say the concept of plasticity is useful? 
The concept of plasticity describes our brain’s ability to adapt to our environment by maintaining 
neural connections we need and eliminating the ones that aren’t important to our survival. The 
world is constantly changing, if my brain was hardwired only for the world or environment that I 
belonged to at birth, I would be unable to adapt to the many situations and environments I’ve 
been in throughout my life.  
 
 2) From what you know about neural pruning, what might you say to someone who advocates 
that the most important years for teaching and learning occur during the pre-school years? 
I would tell them that neural pruning takes place until the person’s mid-20s but that the neurons 
are selectively pruning from birth, removing the unnecessary neurons and strengthening the 
connections of the necessary neurons. In the absence of proper stimulation, a brain cell will die. 
It’s important to understand that each person’s neurons land in specific places and can be 
exposed to trauma leading to neurological issues. Proper stimulation can insure strong 
connections and healthy brain development.  
 
Ratey Chapter 2: Perception. 1) Why isn't perception just the result of incoming stimuli? 
 
 2) Give an example from your experience of "extra use means extra cortex."  
Extra use means extra cortex is the idea that ongoing use reshapes the ongoing brain. 
Compared to the non-musician, I would assume that my sense of hearing is stronger or at least 
my ability to distinguish between different lines of music in a polyphonic setting or different 
instruments or styles of music. Compared to a non-musician, I would argue that my dexterity is 
probably a lot better based on repeated use while practicing my instrument.  
 
3) As humans, we have the ability to "see" with the mind's eye. From your own experience, do 
we have the ability to "hear" with the mind's ear?  
Absolutely. I don’t think you have to be a musician to be able to hear with the mind’s ear. 
Everyone gets songs stuck in their head from time to time. Similarly, I can look at a melody or 
passage of music and ‘hear’ it even if I’ve never listened to the piece before because we’ve 
been trained to hear intervals and because of that repeated exposure we can now ‘hear’ them 
with our mind’s ear as well.  
 
Armstrong: Infancy (0-3) pages 50-67 or 2 pages a day Questions for Armstrong, Infancy:  
1) Why do textbooks continue to categorize the experiences of infants in terms of cognitive, 
social, perceptual, emotional development?  
Because those are the most crucial stages of the infant’s development and help to strengthen 
neural connections to enable the infant to survive and thrive in its unique circumstances.  
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2) What is the central task/characteristic of infancy?  
The infant’s most important task is their ability to find their own sense of being or self within the 
chaos of its new environment and establish a foundation for a stable relationship in the world.  
 
3) Describe what you see as three important characteristics of infancy.  
A human infant is a delicate thing. Because it enters the world with a semi-formed brain, 
everything that occurs postpartum has the capacity to negatively or positively affect the infant.  
Additionally, the infant-mother relationship is one of the most important elements of the infant’s 
formative years. Infants with good attachments to their mothers have less cortisol, higher self 
esteem, are less likely to have mental health issues, and have a greater likelihood for healthy 
relationships. Another important characteristic of infancy is the sense of vitality. The infant has a 
disproportionately large brain, is incredibly strong for its small size, and is receiving highly 
nutritious food from its mom. The infant holds a vigor for life and learning.  
 
4) Describe the role of language in the life of the infant.  
While the infant has a capacity for perception, the word infant means unable to speak and as 
such, the infant lives in a pre-verbal world. Therefore, nonverbal or visual cues play a larger role 
in the infant’s cognitive understanding. When adults speak to infants, the child pays greater 
attention to the vocal pitch, energy, and facial expressions since they cannot understand words. 
The infant doesn’t begin to develop a verbal self until around fifteen months. At which point, it 
makes its needs known through grunts, gestures, or ESP.  


